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	The authoritative, comprehensive guide to Sun Web Server 7.0


	 


	Sun Web Server is the secure web serving platform of choice for large-scale enterprises in industries from finance and telecommunications to travel and government. Now there’s a complete, detailed guide to the latest Sun Web Server 7.0 release. Drawing on unsurpassed experience both training and supporting Sun’s enterprise customers, this book’s authors cover everything that developers, administrators, and architects need to know to implement and support Sun Web Server 7.0 within a single node or across an entire server farm.


	 


	Server administrators will find task-focused coverage and hands-on examples for installation, configuration, cluster management, monitoring, and troubleshooting. Developers and architects will gain powerful insights into Sun Web Server’s internals and learn how to extend its built-in functionality. Enterprise deployment specialists will find indispensable information on sizing and tuning, plus reference configurations to deploy advanced Web 2.0–style dynamic web sites. Whatever your role, this book will help you hit the ground running and get superior results for years to come. Coverage includes


	 


	•  Taking advantage of Sun Web Server 7.0’s powerful new features


	•  Walking through initial installations and upgrades


	•  Customizing Sun Web Server’s HTTP request processing to your specific requirements


	•  Building dynamic content with scripting languages and server-side Java-based extensions


	•  Creating secure dynamic Web 2.0 sites with your dynamic content and database technologies of choice


	•  Monitoring server instances in live production environments and optimizing performance


	•  Resolving server errors and other anomalies in Web Server runtime behavior


	•  Using actual server configuration files from Sun’s own large-scale technology deployments


	•  Using the detailed reference information on Sun Web Server’s main server configuration file


	 


	About the Web Site


	 


	This book’s companion web site, www.sunwebserver.com, contains FAQs, errata, answers to self-paced exercises, and links to download locations and product forums.


	 


	About the Authors


	 


	William Nelson has more than 20 years of experience as a developer, instructor, author, consultant, and project manager. He has authored more than 10 Sun Microsystems courses on the Java Enterprise System, and currently manages a professional services organization that specializes in identity and access management. Arvind Srinivasan, an architect on the Sun Web Server development engineering team, has served as technical lead for the Servlet/JSP container of Sun’s Web Server and Application Server. He is co-author of Java Networking and AWT API Superbible. Murthy Chintalapati (CVR), senior engineering manager at Sun Microsystems, is responsible for web tier products such as Sun Web Server 7.0, and the OpenSolaris Web Stack project. He holds five U.S. patents for web and application server technologies and was awarded Sun Microsystems Chairman’s Award for Innovation.
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Microsoft Windows XP Step by Step (With CD-ROM)Microsoft Press, 2001
MICROSOFT WINDOWS XP STEP BY STEP offers self-paced instruction to the beginning-to-intermediate user who wants to get the most out of Windows XP. This personal training system offers easy-to-follow lessons full of clear objectives, a wealth of task-oriented procedures, and dozens of real-world business scenarios. MICROSOFT WINDOWS XP STEP BY STEP...
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Bayesian Networks: A Practical Guide to Applications (Statistics in Practice)John Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Bayesian Networks, the result of the convergence of artificial intelligence with statistics, are growing in popularity. Their versatility and modelling power is now employed across a variety of fields for the purposes of analysis, simulation, prediction and diagnosis.


	This book provides a general introduction to Bayesian networks,...
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The Conifers: Genomes, Variation and EvolutionSpringer, 2019

	
		This book is the first comprehensive volume on conifers detailing their genomes, variations, and evolution. The book begins with general information about conifers such as taxonomy, geography, reproduction, life history, and social and economic importance. Then topics discussed include the full genome sequence, complex traits,...
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Upgrading and Repairing PCs (15th Edition)Que, 2003
          Upgrading and Repairing PCs is the runaway best-selling PC hardware book of all time and one of the best-selling computer books ever! This 15th Edition is loaded with the most up-to-date hardware information anywhere. World-renowned PC hardware expert Scott Mueller has taught thousands...
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Security Administrator Street Smarts: A Real World Guide to CompTIA Security+ SkillsSybex, 2007
Develop the skills you need in the real world
   Hit the ground running with the street-smart training you'll find in this practical book. Using a "year in the life" approach, it gives you an inside look at the common responsibilities of security administrators, with key information organized around the actual...
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Optimal and Robust Control: Advanced Topics with MATLAB®CRC Press, 2012

	
		While there are many books on advanced control for specialists, there are few that present these topics for nonspecialists. Assuming only a basic knowledge of automatic control and signals and systems, Optimal and Robust Control: Advanced Topics with MATLAB® offers a straightforward, self-contained...
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